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We have heard so much about preparing our
students for the 21st century that it has almost
become a cliché. The rapidly changing economic
landscape has created a need for people to be
innovative and lifelong learners who can make
sense of emerging problems with the aid of
technology. But schooling and learning are still
based on traditional epistemological beliefs. Many
educators struggle with what it means to prepare
students for the 21st century.
Since the early 1990s, researchers in Singapore
have been exploring pedagogical approaches based
on knowledge creation. These approaches have two
characteristics: the production of sharable knowledge
artefacts, and the continual improvement of these
artefacts. By constantly seeking improvement,
knowledge creation approaches to learning have
a future-proof effect. They can help develop in our
learners the capacity, disposition and agency to
become knowledge creators.

Assoc Professor Tan Seng Chee
Head, Learning Sciences and
Teachnologies Academic Group
National Institute of Education

transcends the physical barriers of classroom
learning.
Chen Wenli is applying learning analytics to mine
data from students’ online interactions to provide
immediate feedback to students and teachers. When
fully integrated into knowledge creation, students
can take the responsibility for assessing their own
performance and social interactions. Assessment
becomes part and parcel of the learning process.
Nan Chiau Primary School, a FutureSchool, is
leveraging the affordances of Web and mobile
technologies to expand pupils’ epistemic repertoire,
or ways of representing knowledge. They want their
pupils to be knowledge creators who can pursue
knowledge improvement for the common good.

In this issue, we introduce several projects related
to knowledge creation among students and teachers
in Singapore. Jennifer Yeo and colleagues engaged
primary pupils in sustained scientific investigations.
Using data collected at a nature camp as a trigger,
pupils went on to propose research questions,
design and perform experiments, interpret and
report on their findings.

Turning our attention to teachers, Teh Laik Woon
investigated how teachers make use of knowledge
created in research to improve their practice.
Convinced by the benefits of knowledge creation
pedagogy, Teo Chew Lee is working with teachers on
an idea-centred approach to knowledge building. She
guides them in identifying and developing students’
ideas, thus achieving a dual effect of professional
development for teachers that could immediately
benefit their students. Personally, through graduate
courses in NIE, I have also worked with teachers to
develop their knowledge creation capacity for future
implementation in their classrooms.

So Hyo-Jeong and her research team designed
learning trails supported by mobile technologies.
Students engage in knowledge creation during
the learning trails and continue with the knowledge
creation effort in the classroom. This approach

Research on knowledge creation is gaining
momentum in Singapore education, and much can
be done to transform schools into knowledge creation
organizations. We hope these articles will motivate
more educators to join us in our effort.
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Principal Investigator Tan Seng Chee, National Institute of Education, Singapore

TheRe’S SOMeThING about learning that Dr Tan
Seng Chee wants to improve.
“If you do a lot of lecturing and teaching, somehow
people become passive and will just listen to you,”
he notes. This kind of passive learning has a
ceiling effect: The learners will learn only as much
as the teacher imparts.
Convinced that there must be a better way, Seng
Chee has been exploring knowledge building (KB)
as a pedagogy.
Knowledge Building KB develops in students
the disposition and capacity to always want to
know more.
In contrast to traditional learning, students don’t
stop at merely “knowing”. They think about new
ideas and innovations, about how to resolve
problems and how to make their work better.
“If you have this disposition to always want to
improve your understanding, then you’ll naturally
learn,” says Seng Chee, who heads the Learning
Sciences and Technologies Academic Group in
NIE. “So learning becomes a natural by-product of
that process.”
Seng Chee has been working on KB for students
since 2002, and is now sharing the benefits of KB
with teachers. He decided to reach them through
a module he’s been teaching for the Master’s in
Education programme at NIE.
Generating Dialogue First, Seng Chee’s got
to convince his students—who are themselves
teachers—of the value of KB.
To do that, he uses two “tactics” in his class. One
is co-generative dialogue. At the end of each
lesson, he gets his students to sit in a circle and
talk about what happened in class.
Another tactic is reciprocal teaching. Each group
of students will read up on a topic in advance and
teach the rest of the class. This places them in
a different perspective as they are no longer just
passive learners.
“I’m trying not to teach, actually!” he says, half in
jest. Instead, he wants the teachers to “own” the

Seng Chee believes in the benefits of knowledge
building as a pedagogy.

module. “It’s not just me as a lecturer deciding how
to run the class. They also have a say.”
Through this, they also become more conscious
of their thinking. “It’s not so passive—the principal
asked me to do this, the school asked me to do
that. You start to question your own pedagogy and
your practices.”
Epistemic Agency Having experienced KB as
learners, Seng Chee hopes his students will in turn
encourage KB in their own students.
For this to happen, the most critical factor is
agency: “It involves a lot of motivation—you want
to do it. You believe you can do it and you have a
part to play in this whole thing,” he notes.
Seng Chee sees a noticeable change in his
students as the course progresses. Initially critical
of the way he conducts the lessons, over time, his
students start to criticize their own practice.

PROJECT NUMBER RS 8/10 TSC
START DATE Jan 2011

PROJECT TEAM

Fostering a Knowledge Building
PROJECT Community among Teachers through
TITLE
Co-generative Dialogue

Re

Teaching Teachers
to Build Knowledge

“That change is a very important shift to me, and
I think that’s very important evidence that they’ve
developed the agency,” he says.
He believes KB can raise the level of learning for all.
“If we start them young, it becomes a natural thing
to do. You start to think about new ideas instead of
following what you’ve done before. This is actually
something you can do throughout your life.”
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Creating Idea-centred
Classrooms
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PROJECT TEAM
Principal Investigator Lim Wei Ling, Ping Yi Secondary School, Singapore
Co-Principal Investigators Teo Chew Lee, Ministry of Education, Singapore;
Tan Seng Chee, National Institute of Education, Singapore

The CLaSS of 10-year-olds sits in rapt attention.
The classroom is pitch-dark, save for a tiny
pinhole of light streaming in through the trash
bag-plastered windows. Coloured images of cars
zooming by are projected on the opposite wall—
scenes from outside the classroom, but all inverted.
This provides the perfect opportunity for the
teacher to say, “Let’s do an experiment,” and allow
the curious learners to discover for themselves
that light travels in straight lines. It was to be one
of the most memorable Science lessons for this
Primary 4 class, and Dr Teo Chew Lee hopes it
would be the first of many more to come.
Idea-centred Classrooms A Science teacher
before she joined the ranks of Specialists in the
Ministry of Education (MOE), Chew Lee has
spent the last 3 years exploring the possibilities of
teaching Science differently in our classrooms.
“We’re moving from teacher-centred to studentcentred to idea-centred, which means that
teachers and students have to be generating
ideas about problems of understanding,” explains
Chew Lee, who is with MOE’s Educational
Technology Division.
For example, as pupils try to make sense of what
they are seeing in that dark classroom, they
realize that they cannot explain certain things.
That’s when they start to theorize about it and to
improve on the ideas they come up with.
“Theorizing about scientific concepts is a new
thing, but it’s an important thing in this ideacentred classroom,” she notes.
A Fundamental Shift The idea-centred
classroom is more than just applying innovative
techniques or new technologies to teach scientific
Chew Lee is excited about idea-centred classrooms.

concepts. “You need a shift in the way the teachers
see what is possible in the classroom, and you need
a shift in the way students look at learning.”
For the idea-centred classroom to be realized,
teachers play a huge role in determining the problems
of understanding. Chew Lee has been working with
teachers to help them design idea-centred lessons.
“I focus a lot on professional development because
that’s where the first shift happens.”
For Chew Lee, this shift took place when she
encountered knowledge-building theories during
her graduate studies. She saw that shift occur in
her own students when she introduced Knowledge
Forum, an online platform for computer-supported
collaborative learning, into her Science class.
“I truly believe that our students should be given a
chance to explore ideas and to play with ideas from
young—to have their natural curiosity developed
from a young age so that they can sustain that kind
of thinking throughout their years.”
Idea-driven Lessons Her next research project,
funded by EduLab, takes lesson planning one
step further. Each lesson is based on the ideas,
questions and comments that pupils post on the
Knowledge Forum platform.
Chew Lee meets with the teachers weekly to
systematically analyse these ideas and use them to
shape the problems of understanding. These may
not be directly related to the curriculum, but learning
about the curriculum becomes a by-product of
knowledge building.
It may sound daunting, but after working with the
teachers over the past few years, she has come
to realize that even the most “traditional” teachers
believe in knowledge building. And it’s not that
difficult to achieve.
Chew Lee is excited about the possibilities.
“Knowledge building gives me a sense that I could
be creating a theory and building on all these
wonderful ideas and facts and theories out there.”
While she hasn’t fully realized this potential for
herself, Chew Lee is hopeful. “Let our students
explain a phenomenon the way they see it, give
them space to explore things that we as teachers
may not fully understand, and they will amaze you
with their learning.”

Principal Investigator Lee Yew Jin, National Institute of Education, Singapore
Co-Principal Investigator Jennifer Yeo, National Institute of Education, Singapore
Collaborators Shawn Lum, Tan Seng Chee, Tan Aik Ling, National Institute of Education, Singapore

the scientists, but nonetheless, we are seeing pupils
working at the limits of their understanding, which
could be very advanced indeed!”
By creating opportunities for pupils to discover,
they did not just take “textbook knowledge” as the
correct answer. In fact, they started questioning
more and coming up with different interpretations
about the environment they live in.
One group decided to study the decomposition of
meat. They started coming up with their own ideas
on how things decompose, why maggots appear
Jennifer is helping pupils relate science to their everyday life. and what liquid oozes out, and planned ways to
find evidence for their ideas—all on their own.
a TYPICaL fieldtrip to Seletar Reservoir turned out
to be the start of something new for Dr Jennifer Yeo “Because they personally wanted to find out if the
theory is right or not, they started to think about
and her team of researchers.
important scientific process skills that scientists
The Primary 4 and 5 pupils were fascinated by the
would use. They started to think about things that
natural surroundings, such as the insects they saw
happened around them and to apply what they
and the decomposed leaves they smelled. The team learned in the classroom.”
saw this as an opportunity for extended learning.
Without realizing it, they were learning to use
Sustaining Interest Taking advantage of
scientific evidence to guide them in their thinking.
these young learners’ natural curiosity, Jennifer
This also allowed them to realize how science is
encouraged them to identify an aspect of the natural applicable in their everyday life, she says.
habitat they were particularly interested in during the
trip. “That activity became a trigger that was used to Knowledge Builders What surprised Jennifer
was that even after several months, many of these
discuss an extended investigation.”
pupils were still excited and passionate about their
Back in the classroom, the pupils got busy finding
projects.
out more about their chosen aspect. While one
She was particularly amazed by the group that
wanted to know how the murky water affected the
studied meat decomposition. “Based on just their
organisms in the reservoir, another was interested
interest, it sustained them for over one-and-a-half
in the decomposition of leaves and animals.
years!” She never thought such a grim topic would
“Invariably, they will start to ask questions,” notes
hold their attention for long.
Jennifer. From there, the teachers and researchers
The pupils also quickly learned the value of
began to engage the pupils in deeper discussion
drawing on the knowledge of their community.
about the topic and prompt further questioning.
Parents and grandparents were roped in to watch
But instead of relying on their textbooks or teachers over germinating seedlings and to give advice.
for immediate answers to their growing list of
And when they still couldn’t solve their problems,
questions, the pupils searched the Internet and
they turned to the “professionals” for help—the
conducted mini-investigations to find answers.
biologists and biology educators in the research
Budding Scientists One of the aims of this
project was to deepen the pupils’ scientific
knowledge, to help them understand how scientists
go about doing their investigations.
“The project is basically to get students to work on
the cutting edge of their knowledge. Of course we
don’t expect the pupils to achieve the same level as

team. “It wasn’t just teacher–student interaction
as you would see in a normal classroom, but the
learning actually involved the larger community!”

This taught them an important lesson: “Teachers
are not teachers,” notes Jennifer. “In the classroom,
everyone is a knowledge builder.” Yes, even these
young scientists!

PROJECT NUMBER R8019.735.ES08
START DATE Apr 2008

PROJECT TEAM

Making Meaning of Environment Science through
Computer-supported Collaboration Learning

Growing Little Scientists
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New Ways to Learn

Re

PROJECT TEAM
Principal Investigator Tan Chun Ming, Nan Chiau Primary School, Singapore
Co-Principal Investigators Chai Ching Sing, Tan Seng Chee, So Hyo-Jeong,
Lim Wei Ying, National Institute of Education, Singapore

DOING ThINGS the way they’ve always been
done doesn’t quite cut it anymore in our fast-paced
world. This is especially so in our rapidly changing
education landscape.
“In the education service, we’ve to come up with
better and better ways to answer the needs of
our kids,” says Dr Chai Ching Sing. “When they
enter the society, what do they really need? You
don’t need knowledge in the head that can’t be
applied to diverse solutions.”
Creating Knowledge The “ultimate goal”
of learning has shifted from just learning new
knowledge to creating knowledge and new
solutions whenever problems arise.
Mr Tan Chun Ming, Principal of Nan Chiau Primary
School, is steering the school away from traditional
ways of rote learning where pupils see the exams
as “the end of everything”.
“The ability and capacity to ask questions, to make
sense of things that they know, and after that, to
ask intelligent questions—to me, those are the
basic building blocks of 21st century skills and
competencies,” says Mr Tan.
“As a school, we’re here to serve our pupils,”
he adds. “We’re here to serve our country and
hopefully, we’re able to prepare students to meet
challenges of the 21st century.”
Struggle Is Good To this end, Mr Tan has
initiated a suite of three related research projects
in Nan Chiau Primary with Dr Chai and other
NIE researchers: pedagogical development of
the knowledge creation classroom, technology
development to support learning, and seamless
learning in Science.
For the first project, the aim is to build pupils’
epistemic repertoire, or a range of strategies for
knowledge creation. Primary 3 pupils were asked
to come up with questions about Singapore based
on the theme “country”. They were then grouped
according to the kinds of questions they ask.
As a group, they did research and then taught
their “expert area” to the rest of the class. After
that, they wrote a reﬂective essay on whether they
thought Singapore was a good country.

“We’re not imposing anything on them,” emphasizes
Dr Chai. Pupils formed their own questions,
refined their ideas as they did research, and finally
came up with something that’s “produced through
their own effort rather than learned and received
from the teacher”.
There was the occasional struggle, however. For
example, the Primary 3 pupils grappled with the
notion of “country”. “But it’s good to struggle with
the concept,” says Dr Chai, because it leads the
way to a better understanding of how they should
research an unfamiliar topic.
Collaboration Is Key Another thing they found
out is that pupils don’t always work well together.
“When they have their own ideas, they tend
to compete,” observes Dr Chai. “It’s important
to compete, but to compete in a collaborative
manner.”
“And that’s not easy!” Mr Tan adds. Our education
system tends to encourage competition, but
collaboration is key to knowledge creation.
“You need to know where the right balance is and
then you’ll succeed. It’s going to be a tough life if
it’s all competition,” notes Dr Chai.
This raises questions about the pedagogy and the
kind of training teachers need to support pupils in
such knowledge creation processes.
“At the end of the day, the story we wish to tell is
how you can do that. Pedagogically, what kind of
problems should you set for the pupils? What kind
of scaffolds should you put in place for pupils to
manoeuver the grounds of knowledge creation?”
Technology-supported Learning Technology
plays a big role in the three research projects.
“Real knowledge work, nowadays, can’t do without
technology,” Dr Chai notes. “It’s the authentic tool
for all knowledge workers.”
This is because ideas need to be articulated and
captured in order to be worked on. To develop our
ideas, we need to first “download” it into a physical
form, be it in writing or in the form of a model.
In the second project, the team is working towards
developing a virtual collaborative platform so that

Ed

Mr Tan and Dr Chai see knowledge building as the essence of 21st century competencies.

pupils can share, discuss and improve on their
ideas more easily.
If technology is ubiquitous, then so should
learning. “Learning should be seamless. It should
travel from school to home, from formal space to
informal space, and back,” says Mr Tan. It should
surround the life of the pupils.
Every Primary 3 pupil in Nan Chiau Primary has
a smartphone that comes with a data plan. The
team has also developed several apps to support
pupils’ self-directed learning in Science and
Chinese Language.
“We don’t want pupils to have the mind-set that
learning takes place only within the four walls of a
classroom,” says Mr Tan. Instead, he hopes pupils
can connect what they’ve learned in the classroom
to what they observe outside of it using technology.
This kind of seamless learning, explored in the third
project, is very much related to knowledge creation.
Pupils learn how to make sense of their own
learning and share their experiences with others.

“So actually, we’re extending the learning space
beyond the classroom to everywhere, even the
virtual world, and not just in the physical world. We
want them to learn online as well, in chatrooms, on
Facebook when they interact with their friends.”
Knowledge for Good Mr Tan and Dr Chai
both agree on what the research projects should
achieve. “It’s really considering the holistic
development of the child first and foremost, as our
starting point,” says Mr Tan.
Dr Chai concurs: “The child comes at the centre,
and we’re all part of the process of bringing up
the child.”
They hope the pupils will not only learn how to
learn, but also understand the purpose of learning.
Over time, pupils will come to use the knowledge
they create for the common good, and not just see
it as “pure academic pursuit”.
“The knowledge creation we envision is not for
knowledge creation’s sake,” Dr Chai explains.
“Knowledge is created to serve humankind.”
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Towards Better Ideas

Re

PROJECT TEAM
Principal Investigator Chen Wenli, National Institute of Education, Singapore
Co-Principal Investigator Looi Chee Kit, National Institute of Education, Singapore
Collaborators Tan Seng Chee, Liu Chen-Chung, National Institute of Education, Singapore

We GeT our students to generate ideas all the
time, but how can we encourage them to continue
improving on their ideas? Dr Chen Wenli hopes to
do so through formatively assessing the quality of
those ideas generated.
Idea Improvement For Wenli, it’s about
constantly improving the quality of ideas and
pursuing new ideas through social interaction.
“In today’s classroom, students are only
concerned about the correct idea,” she says.
“But the spirit of collaborative idea improvement
is about contributing your ideas first, sharing
your ideas, and improving ideas through further
discussion and negotiation.”
This explains her latest endeavour, AppleTree.
A spin-off from her earlier research project on
GroupScribbles, which focuses on conceptualizing
and analysing rapid collaborative idea improvement,
AppleTree is about enabling ongoing formative
assessment to empower it.
Wenli found that GroupScribbles helped students
to contribute and improve ideas collaboratively.
But these processes of knowledge building could
be better facilitated if they were provided with
immediate feedback about their work.
“In real classrooms, it is almost impossible to
enact the assessment needed solely by the
teacher. So is there a way to make the impossible
possible?” questions Wenli. This paved the way
for AppleTree.
Automated Assessment AppleTree is a
software to automatically and formatively assess
the quantity and quality of collaborative idea
improvement, to enable the regulation of learning
and teaching “on the ﬂy”.
AppleTree facilitates these processes by easing
the burden of evaluation on teachers. As the
assessment is built into the system, teachers
have more time to help students in their thinking
process.
Wenli’s team will work with primary and secondary
school students to explore how dynamic and
automated assessment can be achieved for both
collaboration and idea improvement.

Wenli wants to encourage collaborative idea improvement.

“It is no longer about assessment of learning.
Rather, it is about assessment for learning,”
emphasizes Wenli.
“Assessment for learning means that we provide
immediate assessment to the students, to inform
them of their strengths and weakness.” Students
can then refine their ideas immediately rather than
waiting a few days to find out.
Collaborative Learning Using AppleTree,
students are encouraged to post their ideas like
“apples on their tree”. They can also assess their
classmates’ ideas and give feedback. They can look
at their peers’ comments and refine their own ideas.
Wenli calls this “collective intelligence”. “Collective
intelligence means that you are helping each
other to develop ideas together. You are no
longer working on your own idea but connecting
everybody’s apples to improve on yours.”
This project was also prompted by another
observation from her earlier research—that our
students do not know how to collaborate.
“They will delegate tasks—a ‘divide and conquer’
mentality,” notes Wenli. “But you do not delegate
tasks collaboratively. You undergo the whole
collaborative task as a group, experiencing the ups
and downs together. That is collaborative learning.”
She hopes to change this mind-set with AppleTree.
“It’s like planting a seed and letting it blossom into
an apple tree. Apples are fruits of wisdom. You
don’t get this treasure by yourself, but through
collaboration.”

PROJECT TEAM
Principal Investigator So Hyo-Jeong, National Institute of Education, Singapore
Researchers Esther Tan, Zhang Xujuan, Wei Yu, National Institute of Education, Singapore

WhaT COMeS to mind when you think of school
excursions? Chances are, you would think of field
trips and post-exam activities, when there are no
more formal lessons. But can’t learning take place
outside the classroom and be as effective?
“Learning does not need to happen in the
classroom—learning can happen anywhere,”
notes Associate Professor So Hyo-Jeong. She
decided to put her beliefs about knowledge
building to the test and try something different.
Learning In-situ Teaming up with Research
Associate Esther Tan, the duo decided to use
excursions as a means to provide an authentic
setting for learning. The purpose was to build
knowledge in-situ, or in situation.
They organized mobile learning trails for the lower
secondary students at the School of Science and
Technology, Singapore. These mobile lessons
were designed as part of the Integrated Humanities
curriculum, and not as additions.
To Esther, a former teacher, knowledge building
in-situ turns traditional teaching on its head
as students acquire knowledge and concepts
more meaningfully through authentic learning
experiences outside the classroom.
The learning trails marry formal classroom
learning with informal learning. “We want them to
generate ideas, connect and apply their ideas from
the real environment into the classroom, and to
keep improving on their ideas,” explains Esther.
Mobile Learning Mobile devices such as
MacBooks and iPads are used during the trails.
These devices and other Web applications help to
extend the students’ learning spaces.
“We designed the learning activities to emphasize
collaboration and higher order critical thinking
skills,” says Hyo-Jeong. Students can apply their
knowledge of the environment they are in to do
group discussions as well.
Even though devices are used to aid learning, this
is different from a technology-driven pedagogy.
The cornerstone of this project is knowledgebuilding pedagogy.
Hyo-Jeong (second from right) and team are empowering
students with skills for the knowledge economy.

“Mobile learning is more technology-centric,” says
Hyo-Jeong, explaining how traditional pedagogy is
combined with mobile learning. “We want to bring
pedagogy into the design of the mobile learning.”
“We do not let the technology run the design,”
adds Esther. “That is why it starts with the
learning outcomes to drive the design, and then
incorporating them into the mobile devices.”
Rich Experiences When the trails are over, the
students bring what they had experienced back
to the classroom. These rich experiences help
them to relate better to the abstract concepts
taught in class.
What excited Hyo-Jeong and Esther was the
students’ response to these trails. Esther recounts
what one teacher observed: “The level of
discussion and ability to connect was easier for the
students. It was as if the book came alive.”
As both the technology and the pedagogy were
new to the teachers, much time was spent with
them to design the learning activities.
“This is a participatory approach where we get
teachers to do case studies with us on how other
Asian schools do knowledge building,” shares
Esther. “The teachers re-scoped the curriculum to
embrace this pedagogy.”
At the end of the day, it’s about preparing students
for the future. “We want to prepare students for
the marketplace, which is no longer static and
predictable,” says Esther. “You need to empower
and equip them to think.”

IDM FutureSchool Project: Mobile
PROJECT Learning Activities to Foster Critical PROJECT NUMBER NRF2009IDM-IDM001-001 SST
Thinking Skills and In-situ Knowledge
START DATE Nov 2009
TITLE
Building in Integrated Humanities
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Learning in the
Mobile Classroom

PROJECT NUMBER OER 23/09 TLW
START DATE May 2010 PROGRAMME 3
Facilitators/Barriers to Knowledge Creation and
PROJECT Knowledge Utilisation in Schools and Other
Educational Settings as Perceived by Singapore
TITLE
School Practitioners
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How Are Teachers
Using Knowledge?

Re

PROJECT TEAM
Principal Investigator Teh Laik Woon, National Institute of Education, Singapore

aS a PRaCTITIONeR, Dr Teh Laik Woon is in the
business of changing student learning. As a Senior
Fellow seconded from the Ministry of Education
to NIE, he’s also been wearing his researcher hat
quite a lot.
Two years ago, he began working on a research
project about knowledge creation and utilization
in schools. “The project is about how school
practitioners, mainly teachers, make use of
knowledge to improve their practice in their class.”
Knowledge Utilization Laik Woon wanted
to study the relationship between knowledge
creation (“research”) and knowledge utilization (or
evidence-based “practice”). His goal was to promote
evidence-based teaching practice in our schools.
“This topic is interesting to me because in my work
in the Ministry and also in NIE, we always come
across research which generates new findings.
The hope is that all these new findings will be
picked up by someone, who will act on them and
actually change lives.”
But the knowledge that is generated by research
doesn’t always get transferred into practice. What
stops teachers and school leaders from fully
applying this knowledge?
Inhibiting Factors Like any good researcher,
Laik Woon first scanned the literature for studies
on perceived barriers to knowledge utilization in
education and found very few, none on Singapore.
So he extended his search.
“I thought that a good first step is to look at how
research in the other fields can be extended to
education,” he explains.
Research in the nursing field appeared to share
many similarities with education research.
“Both professions involve a lot of human-tohuman interactions and contacts. You also have
interactions between knowledge creation and
practice, just like in teaching.”
The literature provided an instrument for measuring
barriers to knowledge use, which he adapted for his
survey of 2,000 school practitioners. He identified
four factors that inﬂuence knowledge utilization:
the organization, the practitioners, the innovation,
and communication.
False Perceptions Much may be said about the
perceived barriers to applying new knowledge.

Laik Woon is looking to go beyond knowledge acquisition.

The teachers identified time as the single most
important limiting factor.
But there is often a gap between perception and
reality. Furthermore, removing a barrier may not
always solve the problem. Laik Woon cites the
example of the lack of time.
“If you can remove this barrier, people may be
more inclined to apply knowledge in the classroom.
But just giving them a lot more time will not
facilitate improvement because the time can be
quickly filled up with other activities.”
Tacit Knowledge “When we talk about
knowledge creation and application, we tend to
focus a lot more on explicit knowledge—knowledge
that can be articulated and shared easily,” adds
Laik Woon. But this focus on explicit knowledge
could limit improvement.
“Most people will go for professional development
courses and hope to apply what they learn to their
practice directly. But a lot of the knowledge needed
in our practice is not explicit,” he points out. “It’s not
something that can be captured in words easily.”
So how can teachers be helped not only to gain
knowledge but to effectively use it to improve
practice?
“The knowledge needs to be repackaged and
reinterpreted,” says Laik Woon. “The more
important thing is to internalize the explicit
knowledge, to understand, to try it out so that it
becomes a part of the routine.”
“It’s through getting feedback about how you have
incorporated the knowledge into practice and then
reﬂecting on and doing it in an iterative manner
that you improve.”
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New Publications
Routledge Critical Studies in Asian Education
Schooling, teaching and learning in Asia are undergoing major changes as a
consequence of wider economic, social, cultural and political movements. In spite
of broad differences across countries in Asia, education research on the region is
of increasing interest to researchers, practitioners, policymakers and governments
worldwide. The Routledge Critical Studies in Asian Education book series aims to
establish a strong platform for the critical discussion of educational practices and
pedagogies in Asia.
Edited by Professors S. Gopinathan and David Hogan, the first book in the series
was published in July 2012. Entitled Primary School English-Language Education
in Asia: From Policy to Practice, the volume is edited by Bernard Spolsky and
Young-in Moon. In Asia, English is no longer a foreign language but a key resource
for education, government, business and the general public. The chapters in
this book describe and analyse how countries in the region are seeking ways to
improve the quality of English teaching at the primary level.
A second volume was published in October 2012. A Critical Ethnography of
‘Westerners’ Teaching English in China: Shanghaied in Shanghai, authored by
Phiona Stanley, is an ethnographic study of Westerners’ lived experiences
teaching English in Shanghai, China. The book explores the pre-service training,
classroom practices, personal identities and motives of a group of “backpacker
teachers” from the UK, USA and Canada—many of whom would not be
considered teachers elsewhere but are employed to teach English in public and
private education in China.
More information about the series and forthcoming volumes is available at:
http://www.routledge.com/books/series/RCSAE

Education and the Nation State:
The selected works of S. Gopinathan
In a career spanning four decades, Professor S. Gopinathan is considered by
many to be a pillar of teacher education in Singapore. He has played a key role in
the establishment and transformation of Singapore’s education system, pioneering
many programmes and advising on policy both nationally and internationally. In the
process, he has contributed over 25 books and 115 articles and book chapters to
the field, and continues to inspire and empower younger colleagues in the region to
take up the cause of excellence in education and education reform.
Education and the Nation State brings together 14 of his key writings in one
volume. It is part of the World Library of Educationalists series published by
Routledge. The essays are arranged thematically, providing an overview not just of
his own career, but also reﬂecting the development and key concerns of education
in the nation state that is Singapore.
More information about this book is available at:
http://www.routledge.com/books/details/9780415633390
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